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FLYBOYS iPAD CASES AND MOUNTS
PIVOT 10X CASE - FITS IPAD (7TH-9TH GEN.),

IPAD AIR (3RD GEN.), IPAD PRO 10.5-INCH 
Flyboys Pivot Case - iPad 7th Generation / 10.5 Pro 
/ AIR3- Black The PIVOT 10X is an incredibly versatile 
case, featuring full compatibility with the iPad (9th, 8th, 
7th generation), iPad Air (3rd gen.), and the iPad Pro 10.5-
inch. This case includes the PIVOT Universal Spacer, 

which gives full compatibility with the iPad Air (3rd gen.) and the iPad 
Pro 10.5-inch. The PIVOT 10X fully supports all the features of these 
devices, including the fingerprint scanner (iPad Pro 10.5-inch), Apple 
Pencil support, Apple Smart Keyboard support, and more.
 P/N 11-19541 .........$144.95

PIVOT YOKE CLAMP MOUNT 
Introducing the PIVOT Yoke Clamp Mount, an unbeatable 
yoke-mounting solution. It is available in two sizes to a 
wide range of aircraft. The Small Clamp fits aircraft with 
yoke rods between 1-2.1 inches in diameter, such as 
those found in Cessna aircraft. The Large Clamp fits 

aircraft with yoke rods between 2-3 inches in diameter, such as those 
found in the Beechcraft Bonanza and other popular aircraft.
Small Clamp ................................................P/N 11-19561 ...........$49.95
Large Clamp ................................................P/N 11-19560 ...........$49.95

PIVOT CASE- IPAD MINI 6 - BLACK BODY / BLACK CLIP 
Representing a new generation of PIVOT cases, it 
incorporates compelling new features while supporting all 
key features of the iPad Mini (6th gen.). With the superior 
quality and design you’ve come to expect from PIVOT, the 
PIVOT T21A provides industry-leading protection while 

helping you leverage your new iPad to its maximum potential at home, 
on the road or in your aircraft. Like all PIVOT cases before it, the PIVOT 
T21A will securely connect to any existing or future PIVOT mount using 
the patented and exclusive PIVOT Click-Connect mounting system.
 P/N 11-19540 .........$144.95 PIVOT DOUBLE SUCTION CUP MOUNT - 0.75-INCH BALL ARM 

This mounting solution is highly recommended for 
helicopter applications. The most secure mount available 
to handle the most demanding operational environments. 
With dual locking suction cups, this mount provides peace 
of mind that regardless of acceleration forces or vibration 

inherent to certain aircraft, the mount will remain securely attached 
throughout the entire flight. Originally designed to meet the demands of 
the military and the helicopter community, and now available for all pilots 
who require maximum grip from their mount.
19cm Arm ....................................................P/N 11-19549 .........$119.95
22cm Arm ....................................................P/N 11-19550 .........$119.95

PIVOT A20A CASE - FITS IPAD AIR (4TH AND 5TH GEN.),
IPAD PRO 11-INCH (1ST THRU 4TH GEN.) - BLACK 

The PIVOT A20A is an elegant, robust case designed 
specifically to accommodate the key features of iPad Air 
(4th and 5th gen.) while maintaining full compatibility with 
the iPad Pro 11-inch (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th gen.). With 
numerous enhancements, this is the best PIVOT case 

yet. It offers unbeatable 360-degree protection from drops, impacts, and 
scratches, while the detachable PIVOT Screen Cover provides superior 
screen protection in transit and while connected to any PIVOT mount. 
The improved 2nd generation PIVOT Kickstand is reinforced with internal 
ribs for maximum strength and durability and provides 120-degrees 
of adjustability to support a wide range of viewing angles. Improved 
openings for the iPad’s wireless antennas facilitate flawless reception for 
cellular, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth........................P/N 11-19544 .........$149.95

PIVOT DOUBLE SUCTION CUP MOUNT - 1-INCH BALL ARM 
This mounting solution is highly recommended for helicopter 
applications. Double Suction Cup Mounting: Provides 
extra grip for applications where two suction cups are 
desirable, such as on highly curved surfaces or in aircraft 
that are prone to high vibration levels, such as helicopters. 

Complete Mounting Solution: Includes all hardware necessary to mount a 
PIVOT case in virtually any aircraft, vehicle, desktop, or other non-porous 
surface. Dual PanaVise Locking Suction Cups: Nearly unbreakable grip 
thanks to the mechanically activated dual-mode suction cups. PIVOT 
Click-Connect: Quickly and securely attaches to any PIVOT case. FAA 
Approved: Tested and approved by the FAA for use in-flight.
 P/N 11-19548 .........$115.50

PIVOT PRO 105 CASE - FITS IPAD PRO 10.5-INCH, IPAD AIR
(3RD GEN.) - BLACK CASE / BLACK CLIP 
The PIVOT PRO 105 features full compatibility with the 
iPad Pro 10.5-inch and iPad Air (3rd gen.) With one-
piece construction, an inner shock-absorption layer, and 
a hardened shell, leverage your iPad to its maximum 

potential while ensuring unparalleled protection for your device whether 
you are at home, on the road or in your aircraft. It securely connects to 
any PIVOT mount using the patented and exclusive PIVOT Click-Connect 
mounting system. The system is simple and intuitive: slide the case onto 
the mounting plate through the Click-Connect mounting channel until the 
integrated clip secures it in place with a “CLICK.” Remove the case by 
simply pressing the top of the clip to release it and slide the case off of 
the mount.....................................................P/N 11-19542 .........$144.95

HIGH DEFLECTION FLUSH PERMANENT MOUNT 
The High-Deflection Flush Permanent Mount offers a 
durable, low profile, permanent mounting option, with a 
high-deflection adapter that provides additional flexibility 
and device viewing angles. Can be mounted to certain 

aircraft yokes, instrument panels, or anywhere else that make sense 
based on the application. Depending on the aircraft and under what 
rules it is operated (Part 121, 135, etc), installation of this mount may 
require engineering and/or regulatory authority approval.
 P/N 11-19556 ...........$34.95

PIVOT CASE FOR IPAD MINI 4/5 GENERATION
- BLACK BODY / BLACK CLIP 

The PIVOT MN5 is a versatile and rugged case for the 
iPad Mini (5th gen.) and iPad Mini 4. It fully supports all 
the features of these iPad models, including the fingerprint 
scanner, cameras, microphone, and more, ensuring that 
you will be able to get the most out of your iPad while 
providing the best protection from damage of any case on 
the market. With one-piece construction, all polycarbonate 
top-plate, inner shock-absorption layer, and a hardened 
shell, leverage your iPad to its maximum potential while 

ensuring unparalleled protection for your device whether you are at 
home, on the road or in your aircraft. It securely connects to any PIVOT 
mount using the patented and exclusive PIVOT Click-Connect mounting 
system .........................................................P/N 11-19539 .........$139.95

PPK PLATE WITH STEEL AMPS PLATE 
The Flush Permanent Mount offers a durable, low profile, 
permanent mounting option. Can be mounted to certain 
aircraft yokes, instrument panels, or anywhere else that 
make sense based on the application. Depending on the 
aircraft and under what rules it is operated (Part 121, 135, 

etc), installation of this mount may require engineering and/or regulatory 
authority approval ........................................P/N 11-19555 ...........$24.95

PIVOT PRO11 CASE - FITS IPAD PRO 11-INCH
(1ST-2ND GEN.) - BLACK 

The PIVOT Pro 11 (2nd gen) fully supports the key 
features Apple implemented in the iPad Pro 11-inch (2nd 

generation), including the Advanced Pro cameras, LIDAR Scanner, 
Apple Pencil and more. Leverage your iPad Pro 11 to its maximum 
potential while ensuring unparalleled protection for your device whether 
you are at home, on the road or in your aircraft. The PIVOT Pro 11 (2nd 
gen) securely connects to any PIVOT mount using the patented and 
exclusive PIVOT Click-Connect mounting system. The system is simple 
and intuitive: slide the case onto the mounting plate through the Click-
Connect mounting channel until the integrated clip secures it in place 
with a “CLICK.” Remove the case by simply pressing the top of the clip to 
release it and slide the case off the mount ..P/N 11-19543 .........$139.95

PIVOT SHORTY SINGLE SUCTION CUP MOUNT 
Compact version of the popular 809PPK Single Suction 
Cup Mount, ideal for applications where space is limited. 
Attaches to any non-porous surface with unshakable 
grip due to the Locking Suction Cup. Adjustable viewing 
angles ...................................P/N 11-19545 ...........$48.95

PIVOT CLAW MOUNT 
With incredible clamping power from the Tough-Claw 
Clamp, the PIVOT Claw Mount will not lose its grip, 
ensuring that your device remains exactly where you 
mounted it regardless of flight conditions. The small 
clamp works on round, square, and odd-shaped rails and 

bars ranging from 0.625” to 1.5” in diameter, and flat surfaces ranging 
from 0” to 1.14” in thickness. It is also available with an extended arm 
for applications that require a little more reach. The medium clamp 
works on round, square, and odd-shaped rails and bars ranging from 
1” to 1.875” in diameter, and flat surfaces ranging from 0” to 1.6” in 
thickness ................................................... P/N 11-19558 ...........$59.95

PIVOT SHORTY SINGLE SUCTION CUP MOUNT 
Compact version of the popular 809PPK Single Suction 
Cup Mount, ideal for applications where space is limited. 
Attaches to any non-porous surface with unshakable 
grip due to the Locking Suction Cup. Adjustable viewing 
angles ...................................P/N 11-19546 ...........$48.95
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